The objective of this study was to evaluate the influence of iterative reconstruction on coronary calcium scores (CCS) at different heart rates for four state-of-the-art CT systems. Within an anthropomorphic chest phantom, artificial coronary arteries were translated in a water-filled compartment. The arteries contained three different calcifications with low (38 mg), medium (80 mg) and high (157 mg) mass. Linear velocities were applied, corresponding to heart rates of 0, < 60, 60-75 and > 75 bpm. Data were acquired on four state-of-the-art CT systems (CT1-CT4) with routinely used CCS protocols. Filtered back projection (FBP) and three increasing levels of iterative reconstruction (L1-L3) were used for reconstruction. CCS were quantified as Agatston score and mass score. An iterative reconstruction susceptibility (IRS) index was used to assess susceptibility of Agatston score (IRS AS ) and mass score (IRS MS ) to iterative reconstruction. IRS values were compared between CT systems and between calcification masses. For each heart rate, differences in CCS of iterative reconstructed images were evaluated with CCS of FBP images as reference, and indicated as small (< 5%), medium (5-10%) or large (> 10%). Statistical analysis was performed with repeated measures ANOVA tests. While subtle differences were found for Agatston scores of low mass calcification, medium and high mass calcifications showed increased CCS up to 77% with increasing heart rates. IRS AS of CT1-T4 were 17, 41, 130 and 22% higher than IRS MS . Not only were IRS significantly different between all CT systems, but also between calcification masses. Up to a fourfold increase in IRS was found for the low mass calcification in comparison with the high mass calcification. With increasing iterative reconstruction strength, maximum decreases of 21 and 13% for Agatston and mass score were found. In total, 21 large differences between Agatston scores from FBP and iterative reconstruction were found, while only five large differences were found between FBP and iterative reconstruction mass scores. Iterative reconstruction results in reduced CCS. The effect of iterative reconstruction on CCS is more prominent with low-density calcifications, high heart rates and increasing iterative reconstruction strength.
Introduction
Iterative reconstruction for computed tomography (CT) is a powerful technique which can be used to reduce CT radiation dose [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The effect of iterative reconstruction on quantitative measurements in cardiovascular imaging has been subject of recent studies [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . One of the most commonly used cardiovascular risk assessment tools in CT is coronary calcium scoring (CCS). CCS can be expressed as Agatston 
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score, which can be used to estimate the risk of future cardiovascular events [19, 20] . In addition, the coronary calcium mass score has been introduced which is known to have a better stability under the influence of multiple parameters, including varying heart rates and high image noise [21] . According to the most recent guidelines from the American Heart Association (AHA), Agatston score risk categories can guide treatment strategies for asymptomatic adults [22] . Consequently, accurate determination of CCS is important to assign individual patients to correct risk categories.
Currently, CT acquisition is synchronized to the diastole resting period, where, with appropriate electrocardiograph (ECG) triggering, it is assumed that coronary arteries are imaged at relative rest. Nevertheless, the coronary arteries are known to move at velocities of up to 30 mm/s even during the rest phase, depending on both heart rate and coronary artery [23, 24] . These velocities strongly influence the stability of CCS, together with other factors including calcification mass and density or imaging factors such as image noise and use of iterative reconstruction [21, [24] [25] [26] [27] . However, a systematic understanding of the mutual dependence of these factors and their influence on CCS is still lacking. We hypothesize that the influence of iterative reconstruction at different heart rates will differ between different calcification densities. Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate the influence of iterative reconstruction on CCS for various calcifications at different heart rates using four state-of-the-art CT systems.
Materials and methods
Within an anthropomorphic chest phantom (QRM-Chest, QRM, Moehrendorf, Germany), artificial coronary arteries were moved in a water-filled compartment. The artificial coronary arteries contained hydroxyapatite (HA) calcifications of low (38.5 ± 1.7 mg), medium (80.1 ± 3.3 mg) and high (157.1 ± 6.5 mg) mass. The cylindrical calcifications were 5.0 ± 0.1 mm in diameter, with a length of 10.0 ± 0.1 mm resulting in densities of 196 ± 3, 408 ± 2 and 800 ± 2 HA/ cm 3 for the low, medium and high mass calcification, respectively. The chest phantom contained artificial lungs, a spine insert and a shell of soft tissue equivalent material. To mimic an averaged sized patient, an extension ring of fat equivalent material was used to increase the size of the phantom to 400 × 300 mm [13] .
The artificial coronary arteries were moved with a computer-controlled lever (QRM-Sim2D, QRM, Moehrendorf, Germany) at constant linear velocities of 0, 10, 20 and 30 mm/s in a horizontal plane perpendicular to the scan direction. The linear velocities used corresponded to heart rates of 0, < 60, 60-75 and > 75 bpm [24] .
Raw data were acquired with routinely used CCS protocols on four CT systems (CT1-CT4): Discovery CT 750 HD (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, Wisconsin, USA), Brilliance iCT (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands), Somatom Definition Flash (Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany) and Aquilion One Vision (Toshiba Medical Systems, Otawara, Japan), respectively (Table 1) .
Acquisition was performed five times for each heart rate, with a small deviation and rotation between the scans by manual repositioning of the phantom. The ECG trigger output of the computer-controlled lever was used as an ECG trigger input of the CT scanner to ensure data acquisition during linear movement of the artificial artery. Acquisition was performed at 60% of the movement, so that turning points of the artificial coronary artery were not included.
FBP and (hybrid) iterative reconstruction were used to reconstruct raw data on each CT system (Table 1) [28] . In addition, for each CT system, the lowest (L1), an intermediate (L2) and the highest (L3) available level of iterative reconstruction were used. CT-system specific noise levels in FBP images were assessed by calculating the standard deviation in the average Hounsfield value in a uniform water region (Table 1) . CCS was quantified for each reconstruction as Agatston and mass score, with a default threshold of 130 Hounsfield Units (HU). CCS was assessed using the vendor specific software (Table 1) , where one observer selected each calcification. A CT-specific calibration factor was used for the mass score, which was calculated as described previously [29] . For this, a dedicated, stationary, insert (CCI, QRM, Moehrendorf, Germany) for the QRM thorax phantom with a water cylinder was used. From the five measurements, mean CCS and standard deviation were calculated per calcification mass for each combination of CT system, heart rate and reconstruction. A root mean square measure was used to quantify the susceptibility of CCS to iterative reconstruction for each CT system. The iterative reconstruction susceptibility (IRS) index was defined as:
in which x 0 is the CCS at FBP, x i is the CCS at iterative reconstruction level i and N is the total number of reconstructions. Low IRS indicates a low susceptibility of CCS to differences in reconstruction type. IRS values were compared between CT systems and between calcification masses for each CT system. For each heart rate, differences in CCS of iterative reconstructed images with respect to the reference of CCS of FBP images were calculated and indicated as small (< 5%), medium (5-10%) or large (> 10%).
Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS for Windows (IBM SPSS Statistics, Armonk, New York, USA), version 22.0, where a p value smaller than 0.05 was used to determine significance. Normal distribution of the data was analyzed with the Shapiro-Wilk test. Significant differences between CCS of iterative reconstructed images and FBP images were assessed with repeated measures ANOVA tests, as well as differences in IRS (Fig. 1) .
Results

Accuracy of CCS
The routinely used CCS protocols resulted in comparable noise levels in the reference CCS images for the used CT systems (Table 1 ). For the low mass calcification, only minor differences were shown between reference Agatston scoresfrom different CT systems (Fig. 2, top row) . In comparison with reference Agatston scores at 0 bpm, the average differences with reference Agatston scores at > 75 bpm were − 18, − 9, 5 and − 13% for CT1-CT4, respectively.
These differences in reference Agatston scores between 0 and > 75 bpm were more pronounced for medium and high mass calcifications. For medium mass scores increased with 38, 3, 11 and 37% for CT1-CT4, respectively, while the high mass calcification even showed increases in reference Agatston score of 77, 49, 23 and 63%. On all CT systems, reference mass scores generally underestimated physical mass (Fig. 2, bottom row) . For the low mass calcification, and averaged over all heart rates, mean reference mass scores were 28, 24, 20 and 26 for CT1-CT4, respectively. For the medium mass calcification mean reference scores were 73, 76, 62 and 83 and for the high mass 134, 166, 131 and 178. For CT1-CT4, differences in reference mass scores between 0 and > 75 bpm were − 25, − 14, − 8 and − 18%, respectively. Relative differences in reference CCS between 0 and > 75 bpm for the medium and high mass calcification were smaller for mass scores than for Agatston scores. Medium mass calcification differences were − 8, 10, − 2 and 1% for CT1-CT4, respectively, while for the high mass calcification differences of − 18, 13, 4 and 10% were found.
Influence of reconstruction method on CCS
On average, Agatston scores were more susceptible to application of iterative reconstruction than mass scores, (Fig. 3) . Averaged over all heart rates and calcifications, IRS AS for CT1-CT4 were 17, 41, 130 and 22% higher than IRS MS . Both IRS AS and IRS MS were found to differ significantly between CT systems (Agatston score: p = 0.001, mass score: p < 0.000). Also, for each individual CT system, significant differences in IRS AS and IRS MS between all calcification masses were found. The IRS was significantly larger for low mass calcifications compared to medium and high mass calcifications.
For each reference Agatston score, differences between Agatston scores and their reference increased with increasing iterative reconstruction level (Table 2 ). These differences increased also with increasing heart rate and decreasing calcification mass. For almost all calcification masses and heart rates, significant differences were found between Agatston scores from different reconstructions. These differences resulted in large differences between iterative reconstruction and FBP Agatston scores for only the low mass calcifications. A maximum difference of − 21% was found for CT3 at > 75 bpm and L3, where the average Agatston decreased from 100.8 to 80.1. In total, 21 combinations of heart rate and calcification mass resulted in large differences in Agatston score between FBP and iterative reconstruction, while 40 medium differences were found. Large differences were not found for CT2, where only small and medium differences were given between Agatston scores from FBP and iterative reconstruction.
Similar trends were found for mass scores, although the differences were much smaller than for Agatston scores (Table 3) . This resulted in a decrease in the number of large (n = 5) and medium (n = 26) differences. Despite these smaller differences, we still found large differences for low mass calcifications in combination with certain heart rates. The maximum difference of − 13% was associated with the low mass calcification on CT4 at > 75 bpm. While an increase in iterative reconstruction was typically associated with a decrease in mass score, an increase in mass score was shown for CT1 with the medium mass calcification. At > 75 bpm and L2, an increase in mass score of 11% was shown.
Discussion
In conclusion, the results of this study indicate that the effect of iterative reconstruction on CCS depends not only on CT system or calcification mass but also on heart rate. For repeated CCS measurements it was demonstrated that CT system, reconstruction type and heart rate should be similar.
The most clinically relevant finding of this study is that changes in reconstruction type as well as heart rate can cause changes in the measured amount of coronary calcium. The extent of deviation depends on the exact combination of CT Fig. 2 Mean and standard deviation reference Agatston score (top) and reference mass score (bottom) for all CT systems and heart rates for low (a), medium (b) and high (c) calcification mass. Physical mass, for the reference mass score graphs, is indicated with a solid line system and iterative reconstruction type, as well as cardiac frequency. Our results, as stated in Tables 2 and 3 , can be used to adjust CT measurements for changes in reconstruction, given a stable heart rate and CT system. Second, the impact of changes in iterative reconstruction strength on CCS was significantly different between all CT systems, as indicated by IRS analysis. In addition, the effect of iterative reconstruction on CCS was more prominent in calcification masses with lower density compared to higher density, these differences were also significant. For these lower density calcifications it was also found that the influence of iterative reconstruction is found to be comparable to the influence of heart rate. The main reason for this density-based iterative reconstruction influence is the threshold of 130 HU, which is used for CCS. With higher iterative reconstruction levels, more voxels inside the calcified region of interest fall below this threshold, because the calcification edge becomes less clear at increased heart rates, which in turn results in a decreased number of voxels above the threshold of 130 HU. The importance of adequate quantification of low density Table 2 Mean percentage deviation of Agatston scores for each heart rate as a function of iterative reconstruction level (L1-L3) from the reference Agatston score at FBP Indicated are differences for low, medium and high calcification mass. Small (< 5%), medium (5-10%) and large (> 10%) differences are denoted by respectively green, orange and red colored cells. Statistical results of the repeated measures ANOVA test are indicated, with significant p values in bold Table 3 Mean percentage deviation of mass scores for each heart rate as a function of iterative reconstruction level (L1-L3) from the reference mass score at FBP Indicated are differences for low, medium and high calcification mass. Small (< 5%), medium (5-10%) and large (> 10%) differences are denoted by respectively green, orange and red colored cells. Statistical results of the repeated measures ANOVA test are indicated, with significant p values in bold 1 3 calcifications was emphasized by Criqui et al., who showed that coronary calcification density was inversely associated with coronary heart disease and cardiovascular events [30] . Third, differences in CCS between FBP and iterative reconstruction were shown to increase with increasing iterative reconstruction level, increasing heart rate and decreasing calcification mass. This resulted in significant differences in CCS between all used reconstructions per heart rate for most combinations of CT systems and calcification masses. As stated before, CCS are used for treatment strategies according to recent AHA guidelines [22] . Not only CCS at baseline is important, also progression of CCS is gaining more interest [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . For this reason, accurate determination of CCS in follow-up studies is necessary. The use of the more stable mass score, in comparison with the Agatston, could be helpful in this context. However, due to a lack of accepted reference values, this score is not widely used yet. In light of the results found in the current study, we recommend that consecutive CCS measurements should therefore be performed with the use of the same CT systems, the same reconstruction and, preferably, at a similar heart rate. Future research is needed to develop specific acquisition protocol recommendations for CCS assessment.
Previous studies have also focused on the influence of heart rate on CCS [26, 27, [36] [37] [38] . However, these studies did not assess the influence of iterative reconstruction at different heart rates. Our study is, to the best of our knowledge, the first study to assess this influence. We have shown for low mass calcifications that the influence of heart rate is comparable with the influence of iterative reconstruction for CT1 (− 18 and − 19%), CT2 (− 9 and − 6%) and CT4 (− 13 and − 13%), respectively. In contrast with CT3, where the influence of heart rate (5%) was not comparable with the influence of IR (− 21%). The difference between CT3 and the other CT systems arises from the smaller temporal resolution of this system. In the current study, significant differences in CCS from different CT systems were shown. This finding is in agreement with a study from Willemink et al., who showed differences in median Agatston scores up to 43.9% between CT systems from four manufacturers [14] . However, this study assessed neither the influence of iterative reconstruction or heart rate, as it was performed on cadaveric human hearts. In addition, the underestimation of physical mass with the mass score was also demonstrated in previous studies, [39, 40] . Our study showed that the influence on CCS of changes in reconstruction is smaller for mass scores than for Agatston scores. IRS AS were up to 130% higher than IRS MS . This finding is in agreement with recent studies, which show smaller variability for mass scores [26, 38, 41, 42] . Many recent studies have shown that increasing levels of iterative reconstruction causes a reduction in CCS [12, 16, 40, [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . This result was also established in our study.
Limitations of this study have to be taken into consideration. First, although the motion of the phantom used in this study was linear and perpendicular to the scan direction, and the in vivo motion of the coronary arteries exhibits a complex movement in 3D, we estimate that due to the fast rotation time and relatively short scan times, the motion in our phantom is a reliable first approximation of this complex motion. Second, for acquisition only sequential scans were performed. With new, high-pitch spiral mode scanning for coronary calcium appearing, this method could further improve temporal resolution over longer scan lengths. Third, only mild to severe coronary plaque burden was evaluated by the used calcium inserts. Therefore, our results are not directly applicable to very low to near-zero CCS. Fourth, the used calcium inserts had a relatively large size (diameter 5 mm, length 10 mm). However, quantification of the inserts still resulted in clinically relevant Agatston scores ranging from 100 to 400. Finally, acquisition protocols were not optimized for CT system comparisons.
In conclusion, the impact of iterative reconstruction on CCS is large for low mass calcifications. For medium and high mass calcifications, this impact is relatively small. The impact of iterative reconstruction on CCS further increases with increasing heart rate. In addition, IRS were significantly different between all CT systems and calcification masses. Therefore, this phantom study shows that for repeated CCS measurements, reconstruction type should be kept constant, especially for low mass calcifications. Also, heart rate and CT system should be kept constant for follow-up studies. These findings underscore that repeated CCS measurements should be acquired on the same CT system using the same reconstruction type and, ideally, at a similar heart rate. If the same setup is not available for repeated CCS measurements, the possible change in CCS as a result of a change in setup should be taken into account when interpreting the results. 
